


VORARLBERG ONLINE
Everything local and beyond: VOL.AT is the leading information portal 
for everyone in the Lake Constance region. Whoever wants to know 
what’s going on in Vorarlberg and the rest of the world only needs to 
click. VOL.AT understands it’s role as the local news service for the  
region and all it’s content is completely free. The revenue for this traffic 
driven site with over 71 million page impressions per month comes so-
lely from Ads. 

The reporters of VOL.AT are never far from where a story is occurring 
and they report all the latest from Vorarlberg, from the biggest stories 
to the smallest ones. Therefore, this homepage introduces the every-
day events of Vorarlberg and the world and allows the editors to adjust 
content to the individual user, his location and the time of day. No 
other local information service is faster or more innovative - and no 
other service reaches 7 out of every 10 residents in Vorarlberg (market 
reach of 70%). 
 
In addition you’ll find a live news ticker, articles on national and world 
news, sports scores, celebrity gossip, night-life tips and more.



G OA L
With the new design, the site has been fundamentally revised and 
„cleaned up“: A new font, more space for images and videos and a  
flexible design for new storytelling possibilities and more clarity.

• Tidy presentation
• Flexible design options
• Modern Design

Our goal is a fresh, convincing, and contextual user experience across 
their range of news portals - and more flexibility for editors, too.
For many inhabitants of Vorarlberg VOL.AT is like a digital living room. 
Therefore, it would be very important that we do not replace and  
displace all ‚chairs‘ and ‚tables‘ only with new ones, but above all  
become more userfriendly and that every reader finds his way and feels 
comfortable. For this reason, we have involved a group of readers and 
other customers in the redesign process.



CONCEPT
After the relaunch, VOL.AT appears user-friendly right down to 
the last  pixel. The homepage, article, category and the weather 
are now arranged in a clear and concise way.



CONCEPT



DISCOVER THE DESIGN.
With a new color palette, iconography, visual assets 

and the strong typeface "Greta", the international  

successful design agency Edenspiekermann created a bold  

and unique visual language to enhance the emotional  

character of the portal that combines global news, 

boulevard, and hyper-regional content.

EMOTIONS AND LIVE-CHARACTER.
The new design also allows a more flexible design, what 

enables the placement of widgets or content concerns: 

Stories can tell their contents accordingly in all facets. That 

underlines the live character.

THREE BECOMES TWO.
Where there were once three columns for much information 

but also restlessness, two columns now arrange the newsfeed. 

The reduction ensures well-being and that without any loss of  

information.

SPACE FREE FOR MULTIMEDIA.
Our users love pictures and videos - we too. The redesign 

will give our editors the opportunity to integrate more  

multimedia content in an even more prominent place.
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ZERO COLUMN ITEMS.
The article pages are revised and designed generously. 

The right-hand edge column is omitted, the media box 

with links is embedded in the text and there are also 

new forms of presentation for long reports and short 

messages.

USER EXPERIENCE ALSO MOBILE.
The new site is responsive on all devices. The user experience 

stays on the smartphone and tablet received to the full extent. 

Try it right now!

CONCEPT



»Edenspiekermann really listened to 
us, understood us immediately, and 
impressed us with both their creativity 
and expertise.«

Gerold Riedmann,
Editor in Chief, Voralberg Nachrichten
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»We created a visual language that 
has power: A strong, characteristic 
pair of fonts in conjunction with the 
refreshed brand yellow of VOL.AT 
creates a clear sense of actuality. In 
the future, this will take over all 
applications.«

Christian Hanke,
Creative Director of Edenspiekermann



RESULTS
The Russmedia portfolio includes 15 news portals in Austria and 
beyond. The relaunch is intended to support and enable the team to 
react quickly, consistently and sustainably to the needs of local offices 
and portals - without having to consider the visual quality and a 
recognizable identity.
The designers and developers of Edenspiekermann worked closely with 
our team to set up a frontend infrastructure, building an element 
library containing both design and editor guidelines as well as 
styled HTML components, and offering guidance and advice on best 
practices.
The result is „VODL“ or Vorarlberg Online Design Language. Building on 
the experience of Edenspiekermann with design systems, they have 
developed a team that provides the necessary technical 
support within the core team while providing tools and guidelines for 
local and third-party teams that complement the available component 
offering.

The library, based on the Fractal framework, can be directly included  
in a range of publications websites to serve up the ready-for-use  
building blocks, featuring the newly defined design language, which 
are made and maintained in VODL.
Edenspiekermann is proud to ship VODL and believes it will give us a  
solid foundation to grow and adapt their online offering for many years 
to come.
After handing over the project, the design agency Edenspiekermann 
continues to support our team on a weekly basis, providing orientati-
on, answering questions and supporting the further development of 
the concept.



RUSSMEDIA DIGITAL GMBH
VOL.AT is one of the most successful portals of Russmedia Digital GmbH, 
headquartered in Vorarlberg. The GmbH is the international agency for 
the media sector, which sees itself as the most progressive multi-niche 
media company in Europe. The core competencies of Russmedia Digital 
GmbH include the development, production and marketing of digital 
media. Since 1995, a team of editors, software developers, technicians 
and advertising experts, news portals, classifieds and special interest 
content applications, innovative forms of advertising as well as mobile 
apps and specifications has been working. Alongside VOL.AT  
(http://www.vol.at), Austria‘s first regional portal, the city portal  
VIENNA.AT (http://www.vienna.at) is one of the company‘s most  
successful portals. Today, the company employs around 70 people at its 
locations in Vorarlberg and Vienna. More information on  
http://www.russmedia.com.


